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Consistency of reference structures is an important issue in lexicography and 
dictionary research, especially with respect to information on sense-related 
items. In this paper, the systematic challenges of this area (e.g. ‘non-reversed 
reference’, bidirectional linking being realised as unidirectional structures) will 
be outlined, and the problems which can be caused by these challenges for both 
lexicographers and dictionary users will be discussed. The paper also discusses 
how text-technological Solutions may help to provide Support for the consis-
tency of sense-related pairings during the process of compiling a dictionary. l.

l. Introduction

This paper deals with problems of consistency of sense-related items in dictionar-
ies. It focuses on paradigmatic structures with regard to some lexicographic issues 
and consists of four main parts. Firstly, the term consistency will be defined in 
order to determine more precisely its meaning in this context. Secondly, a short 
overview of the current Status of the consistency of sense-related items in some 
German dictionaries such as the Duden Synonymwörterbuch (2007) or elexiko 
(2003ff.) will be given. Thirdly, in the main section, a concept of data-modelling 
for reference structures will be presented. This concept for modelling reference 
structures is a way of supporting consistency in general lexicographic practice. 
Finally, some possible applications of the proposed model will be outlined. These 
concern, for example, new kinds of presentation of sense-related items, provided 
the underlying data are structured consistently and precisely. In this paper, the 
emphasis is placed on lexicographic practice and text-technological questions 
rather than on theoretical lexicological considerations.
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2. The term consistency

As a first Step, the term consistency needs to defined. Consistency is derived from 
the Latin word consistere, meaning ‘to stand, hold or continue’. From this rather 
vague and broad meaning, a number of other senses have developed. One of them 
is a special meaning in the tradition of Aristotelian logic:

In logic, a consistent theory is one that does not contain a contradiction. The lack 
of contradiction can be defined in either semantic or syntactic terms. The seman- 
tic definition States that a theory is consistent if it has a model; this is the sense 
used in traditional Aristotelian logic, although in Contemporary mathematical 
logic the term satisfiable is used instead. The syntactic definition States that а 
theory is consistent if there is no formula P such that both P and its negation are 
provable from the axioms of the theory under its associated deductive System.

(Quoted from www.wikipedia.com) 1

More generally, it can be summarised as ‘something characterised by a lack of 
contradiction’. In the context of databases, consistency refers to the lack of contra-
diction of data, controlled by constraints. Therefore, consistency is well defined 
in this special field. In addition to this, consistency has different meanings in 
everyday language. One of these meanings is influenced by the technical meaning 
described above. Merriam-Webster paraphrases this sense as “agreement or har- 
mony of parts or features to one another or a whole” [Merriam Webster Online 
2009]. For the purposes of the present paper, I will refer to the term consistency 
in two different ways: in the context of data modelling, the more technical sense is 
adopted, whereas in the context of dictionary usage, it is the more general mean-
ing of consistency which is intended.

3. Consistency o f sense-related items in dictionaries:
A short insight into the current Status

In this section, I shall outline the Situation we are currently facing in terms of 
consistency of sense-related items in existing German dictionaries. In the con-
text of describing lexical-semantic relations in dictionaries, consistency has to 
mean that bidirectional relations, as existing in paradigmatic relations, are al- 
ways given for both reference points between which a specific relation holds. 
For example, if require is given as a synonym of the entry demand, then demand 1

1. For a similar definition see also the entry “classical logic” in the Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy.
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arbeitsunfähig
bettlägerig, krank, unpässlich; (bildungsspr.): in-
disponiert; (oft emotional): malade.

dienstunfähig
arbeitsunfähig, erwerbsunfähig, invalide, krank, 
nicht arbeitsfähig, nicht dienstfähig, nicht ein-
satzfähig, untauglich.

erwerbsunfähig
arbeitsunfähig, behindert, dienstunfähig, inva-
lide; (Amtsspr.): schwerbehindert, schwerbeschä-
digt

Figure 1. Entries arbeitsunfähig, erwerbsunfähig and dienstunfähig from Duden: Das 
Synonymwörterbuch (2007)

should also be listed as a synonym of the entry require. This is a form of consis- 
tency which is important for the underlying lexicographic data model as well as 
for the dictionary user.

In the following, two conventional German dictionaries of synonyms (Duden 
2007 and Wahrig 2006) and elexiko, a new corpus-based dictionary of Contem-
porary German which is being compiled at the IDS, have been chosen in order to 
illustrate the current Situation.

In Figure 1, three entries taken from Duden (2007), a dictionary of Syn-
onyms, are shown: arbeitsunfähig (unfit or unable to work), erwerbsunfähig (un- 
able to work, incapacitated) and dienstunfähig (disabled, unfit for Service). The 
descriptions of these three entries are semantically very close. The terms con- 
stitute a synonymous set or cluster. Nevertheless, there are striking inconsis- 
tencies. For example, in the entry arbeitsunfähig, the synonym erwerbsunfähig 
is missing, although arbeitsunfähig is given as a synonym of the headword er-
werbsunfähig. In addition, dienstunfähig is not listed as a meaning equivalent 
to arbeitsunfähig, whereas in the entry dienstunfähig both arbeitsunfähig and 
erwerbsunfähig are listed as synonyms. It could be argued that consistency is not 
of particular importance here. Presumably, most lexicographers attempting to 
compile a reference work of synonymy aim to provide an abundance of words 
with similar meanings which can be substituted for each other. Their aim is not 
to depict theoretical lexical-semantic structures as lexicographic information 
(cf. also Lew 2007). However, it is argued here that, as the entry arbeitsunfähig 
in particular illustrates, a more consistent approach would help to provide the
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Brennpunkt Mittelpunkt, 
Kern, Herz, Herzstück, 
Zentrum, Knotenpunkt, 
Schnittpunkt, Zentral-
punkt, Sammelpunkt, 
Puls, Nabel (der Welt), 
Drehpunkt, Achse, Pol, 
Mitte, Hochburg, Tum-
melplatz, Seele, Herd 
Ursprung, Nährboden

Knotenpunkt Mittelpunkt, 
Schnittpunkt, Kreuzungs-
punkt, Drehpunkt, Kon-
vergenzpunkt, Sammel-
punkt, Brennpunkt, Kern, 
Schwerpunkt, Mitte, Zen-
trum, Herz, Herzstück, 
Nabel (der Welt), Tum-
melplatz, Center, Hoch-
burg Achse, Pol, Puls, 
Seele, Scheitel

Mittelp unkt Zentrum,
Herz, Kern, Mitte, Herz-
stück, Center, Hochburg, 
Nabel, Achse, Dreh- und 
Angelpunkt, Brenn-
punkt, Knotenpunkt, 
Schnittpunkt, Sammel-
punkt, Schwerpunkt, 
Zentralpunkt, Zentrale, 
Seele, Kemgebiet, 
Scheitel, Kreuzung 
Kreuzungspunkt, 
Sammelbecken

Figure 2. Entries Mittelpunkt (centre), Brennpunkt (focus) and Knotenpunkt (junction) 
from Wahrig Synonymwörterbuch (2006)

dictionary user with better information. Presumably, any lexicographer would 
have added erwerbsunfähig as a synonym of arbeitsunfähig to this dictionary, 
had the incomplete listing been noticed.

Figure 2 shows an example taken from a different reference work, the “Wah-
rig Synonymwörterbuch” (2006). Again, as the example demonstrates, the three 
entries are semantically very similar to each other: Mittelpunkt (centre), Brenn-
punkt (focus) and Knotenpunkt (junction). As Cruse (2004:156) points out, gener- 
ally no one is puzzled by the content of dictionaries of Synonyms. Certainly, at а 
closer look, most native Speakers of German would be surprised by many of the 
Synonyms which are listed. However, it is not synonymous relations as such which 
are the focus of attention here.

Turning again to the problem of consistency, the following questions arise: 
Why is only Herzstück (heart, core) listed as an equivalent of Mittelpunkt (centre), 
whereas in the entries Brennpunkt (focus) and Knotenpunkt (junction), both Herz 
(heart) and Herzstück are mentioned? Or why does the entry of Mittelpunkt only 
contain Nabel (navel, hub), whereas Nabel der Welt (hub of the world) is listed 
with Brennpunkt and Knotenpunkt? These are just two examples which pinpoint 
some of the issues concerning the problem of consistency. They are a good il- 
lustration of how more support in terms of general consistency would improve 
lexicographic results.

Elexiko, which is an online resource of Contemporary German, serves as a last 
example to illustrate a more complex and less obvious case of inconsistency. As 
mentioned before, elexiko is still in the process of being written (elexiko 2003 et. 
seq.), which means that this dictionary is not a complete reference book following
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Figure 3. Extract from the dictionary section “sense-related items” of the entry 
ehemalig in elexiko

an alphabetical compiling procedure.2 In the presentation of elexiko, each entry 
is divided into two main parts. The first part gives sense-independent informa- 
tion of a lexeme (in German “lesartenübergreifende Angaben”), and the second 
part provides information which is bound to a specific sense of the search item 
(in German “lesartenbezogene Angaben”, cf. Storjohann 2005:62). Sense-inde-
pendent details focus on information that applies to the entire search word and 
not to a specific sense, and it contains details of spelling, spelling variants and 
syllabication, morphological information, and so on. Information on a specific 
sense can be accessed by clicking on ‘signposts’, which are guidewords used for 
identifying senses (cf. Storjohann 2005:68) (see, for example, the entry ehemalig 
and within that entry the sense ‘früher’ in Figure 3). The sense-related items are 
presented in a special dictionary section (or tab) headed “sinnverwandte Wörter” 
(“sense-related items”).

If, for instance, the link to the synonym einstig is followed, the link target is 
the corresponding sense labelled ehemalig’ which holds the synonymy relation 
(see Figure 4).

i. Elexiko can be accessed free of Charge and without registration.
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e i n s t i g  Lesart ' ehemalig 
Lesartenüberareifende Angaben

Lesart ehemalig

Bedeutungs Semantische Typische Sinnverwandte Besonderheiten Grammatik
erlauterung Umgebung u. Verwendungen Wörter des Gebrauchs

lexikalische 
Mitspieler

Bedeutungserläuterung

Mit einstig wird aut einen Zeitraum oder Zeitpunkt verwiesen, der zum Sprechzeitpunkt In der Vergangenheit 
liegt Auf diesen Zeitabschnitt wird verwiesen, wenn beispielsweise Personen(gruppen), Sachverhalte und 
Orte früher einen von heute abweichenden Status bzw eine von heute abweichende Funktion besessen 
haben

ш
Wortklasse Temporales Deiktikum

I <f I I

Figure 4. Extract of the entry einstig in elexiko (Tab: paraphrase) (link target)

This means that it is not the dictionary part which contains general sense-
independent information which is opened when a user follows a link, but it is the 
corresponding paraphrase of a specific sense to which the user is guided (as the 
first part of the sense-related information).

However, when we go back to the entry ehemalig and look up another syn-
onym, for instance/rü/ier, we notice that the link target is the entry früher as а 
whole, but it does not refer to a specific sense as such.3 In the context of elexiko, 
this is incorrect because all sense-related items are to be given specifically for а 
semantic instantiation or context as displayed by a sense or subsense respectively. 
Presumably, the linking mistake occurred because the entry ehemalig was edited 
first, before früher, and the lexicographer had no means of systematically check- 
ing each item of the same semantic field for its link reference. For this reason, 
the link to the entry früher could only be given on the sense-independent level 
at that time because, unless a headword has been fully analysed and described, 
each link to another term is always given without a context and thus sense-in- 
dependently. As a result, the lexicographer simply forgot to add the necessary 
details on link reference, from general to sense-bound information, a mistake 
that is bound to happen at some point when no Computer support is available

3. After the Colloquium, the entry ehemalig was revised so that the relation between ehemalig 
and früher is now related to specific senses in both directions.
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(cf. Blumenthal et al. 1988:365; Engelberg/Lemnitzer 2001:211). It is simply im- 
possible for lexicographers to bear all specific references in mind. Ibis explains 
why it is essential to have Computer assistance at hand.

Turning our attention to the entry früher, this is a case where in the reverse 
direction, the synonym relation is connected to one specific sense. Opening the 
sense ehemalig in the head word früher and following the link to ehemalig, the 
corresponding paraphrase is again already open to the user. This is also a form 
of inconsistency: whereas in one direction the synonym relation is recorded as 
sense-related, in the other case it is not.

These examples show clearly that, generally, entries in various German dic- 
tionaries are organised inconsistently with respect to reference structures. Both 
the practical working routines of lexicographers as well as dictionary users would 
benefit from better ways of organising reference structures. However, two ques- 
tions are still open. Why is consistency important here? And who is really inves- 
tigating the consistency of dictionary entries apart from metalexicographic critics 
and someone who is writing a paper about consistency of sense-related items in 
dictionaries? The average user of a printed dictionary is unlikely to pay much 
attention to the consistency of given sense-related items. Nevertheless, keeping 
entries in special dictionaries like dictionaries of synonyms consistent with each 
other may help to avoid semantic confusion in terms of possibilities of lexical 
Substitution in specific contexts.

In electronic dictionaries, however, things look quite different. Users are 
more likely to follow links to sense-related items than to look them up by leafing 
through a printed dictionary. So if in an entry, a synonym is given for a specific 
sense, and in the link-targeted entry this headword is not mentioned as a syn-
onym, users are probably surprised by the lack of reverse linking. And for the 
working practice of lexicographers, support of any kind resulting in consistent 
entries is not only useful but essential. For example, it would be very helpful if, 
when starting to write a dictionary entry, lexicographers were to receive a com- 
puterised message that the entry is already mentioned as a target in another entry. 
So providing consistency is only possible with extensive Computer assistance, par- 
ticularly for comprehensive data. This is why many lexicographic Software tools 
name this as an important topic in their descriptions,4 e.g.

TshwaneLex contains various innovative features designed to optimise the pro- 
cess of producing dictionaries, and to improve consistency and quality of the 
final dictionary product. (Joffe/De Schryver 2004:1)

4. Cf. Lithkowski (2000).
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And that leads us again to the meaning of consistency mentioned above, namely 
consistency with respect to the data model. A data model of reference structures 
which ensures that reference structures are encoded in a consistent way leads to 
consistent entries in dictionaries. In the next section, a way of achieving this goal 
will be proposed.

4. Proposals for modelling sense-related items 
(and cross-reference structures in general)

One way in which Computer assistance may be employed will now be described 
using the aforementioned electronic dictionary elexiko. The intention is not to 
introduce specific Software or a single content management System. Instead, а 
concept for modelling reference structures is presented which is applicable to any 
dictionary and which is not meant for modelling just sense-related items, but 
lexicographic reference structures in general.

The entries ehemalig and früher discussed earlier will serve as an example 
again. Figure 5 shows how the lexicographic data are realised on the under- 
lying structure level below the presentation (on two very small parts of the 
whole entries). The data are inserted into a fine-grained XML-structure. With- 
out going into detail, it is noticeable that the structure of the XML-based data 
is strictly content-based and not layout-based. The tags used here are termed 
<synonymie> or <relpartner> (relational partner) and not according to 
typographic presentation such as “italic” or “bold”. It is also the case that the

entry „ehem alig" entry „früher"

< e w l-a rt ik e l id » " 272012" < e w l-a rt ik e l id = "124465"(D

< e w l-le s a rt  id="früher"> < e w l-le s a rt id = ”ehemalig”® >

<synonymie><relpartnerA  
a r t ik e l-r e f id = " 124465"® 
le sa rt-re fid = "e h e m a lig "®  
lt s p e z -r e f id -" 0"> 
früher

</relp artn erA > < / synonymie>

<synonymie >.. <relpartnerA  
a r t ik e l-r e f id = ”272012" 
le s a r t -r e f  id = "0"(3> 
lt s p e z -r e f id = " 0"> 
ehemalig

|< /re lp artn e rA >  </synonymie >

< /e w l-a r t ik e l> < /e w l-a r t ik e l>

Figure 5. Parts of the XML structure (elexiko entries ehemalig and früher)
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modelling is very fine-granular. Every single piece of lexicographic Informa-
tion has its corresponding XML-tag, so every unit is (individually) accessible 
by Computer. For the presentation, the XML data are transformed by an XSLT 
stylesheet into a HTML-based browser view. Consequently, the presentation 
of the lexicographic information is defined separately from its content. So the 
main question concerns the problem of how necessary reference information 
is recorded in the entries. If the lexicographer is working on one entry (in this 
case ehemalig) and a synonym relation with another word (in this case früher) 
is detected, for example, in the corpus,5 s/he has to list this term in its cor-
responding place within the XML structure of the entry. In this case, it is the 
tag <relpartner> within the parent element <synonymie>, where s/he has 
to insert a form of identification, a number assigned to the targeted entry (CD) 
and in certain cases also the aforementioned signpost of an individual targeted 
sense (©). The ID of an entry is a numeric code greater than zero. The ID of а 
specifically linked sense of a synonym is the corresponding guide word. The 
attribute “0” is only given in cases where the linked synonym has not yet been 
lexicographically described in full, due to the fact that elexiko is not yet a com- 
plete dictionary but an ongoing project.

The problem, however, is the lack of technical assistance. When the lexicog-
rapher edits an entry and the XML instance is being parsed against the DTDs, 
there is no technical support in elexiko which Signals whether the inserted item 
could be related to a specific sense or alternatively, if the reference needs to be 
set to the lexeme in general. If the latter is the case, the lexicographer chooses 
the attribute “0” instead of the right lesart-ID (the right guide word). So if a lexi-
cographer is working on the entry früher at a later point than on its correspond-
ing sense-related lexemes, s/he might forget to go back to a certain synonym, for 
example ehemalig. This step is, however, essential in order to add the necessary 
identification of the guide word and its corresponding sense to realise the link as 
a sense-related reference (©). Therefore, when starting the lexicographic work on 
one entry, there is a need for an automatic message with information on all other 
existing entries which contain data references with respect to the entry that is cur- 
rently being edited. Again, this is nothing new for Software developers working 
in (commercial) lexicographic context. However, in this context, the problem is 
discussed on another level, namely the modelling level.

Solving this problem for elexiko is difficult at the moment because from 
a strictly formal perspective, all reference structures in elexiko go from x to у 
and -  at best -  from у to x. This bidirectionality is not currently being checked

5. Elexiko is a corpus-based dictionary.
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entry „ehemalig" ?ntry „früher"

| <i ;ynonymie><relpartnerA 
artikel-refid“"124465 
lesart-ref id**"ehemali g 
1tspez-ref id*"0">
früher_____________

</relpartnecA> </synonymie>

</ewl-artikel>

<synonymie > <relpartnerA 
artikel-refid”"272012" 
lesart-refid“"0" 
ltspez-refid“"0"> 
ehemalig--------------------

</relpartnerA> </synonymie > 

</ewl-artikel>

Figure 6. Bidirectional references in elexiko: current Status

or tested for systematically by any tool. At the moment, two reference points 
between which a bidirectional relation exists are just two references without re- 
ally being in connection with one another, as illustrated in Figure 6. This is the 
problem most dictionaries face. As things stand, bidirectional references are two 
independent references from one point out of the hierarchical tree (which is an 
XML document) to another. Additionally, the two poles between which a relation 
holds have a different scope and they are technically independent of each other. 
Improving this Situation is quite straightforward, as demonstrated in Figure 6.

Provided that we want to base the modelling of reference structures on а 
Standard, the XML-connected Standard XLink (XML Linking Language) is one 
possible Option. Regarding the application of such a Standard, XLink is not cur- 
rently implemented in many tools, so it could be argued that it is not necessary 
to map the modelling onto this Standard. However, in my view, it is very useful 
to look at this Standard, simply because the Standard reflects a large number of 
considerations about reference structures in general, which can only be of benefit 
(cf. Nordstrom 2002). Flowever, the following proposals for modelling reference 
structures could also be implemented in tailor-made XML DTDs or Schemas.

XLink has been established to allow “elements to be inserted into XML docu- 
ments in order to create and describe links between resources” (XLink: 2).6 The 
view is taken here that it is a slim as well as an adequately complex format, enabling 
users to model simple but also more complex linking structures with XLink. In 
the introduction of the XLink specification, it is stated that: „XLink provides а

6. For the description of the XLink Standard see http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink/

http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink/
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framework for creating both basic unidirectional links and more complex linking 
structures. It allows XML documents to:

assert linking relationships among more than two resources, 
associate metadata with a link,
express links that reside in a location separate from the linked resources”.

It is especially important to be able to associate metadata with a link and to build 
a link database or (abbreviated) linkbase (which is meant for storing links sepa- 
rately from the linked resources).

Before going into detail as to why this is important, some notes on reference 
structures in general are necessary. Reference structures can be classified into uni-
directional and bidirectional relations. For instance, a reference from a dictionary 
entry to an illustration, a corpus sample or an external encyclopaedia is a unidi-
rectional link. It points in one direction only, i.e. from the target resource there 
is no reverse reference, which means that referring back to the original source is 
neither intended nor useful. In the majority of cases, the target resource is outside 
the lexicographer’s responsibility, as it is outside the lexicographic database. In 
the context of paradigmatic structures, it is bidirectional references which are of 
particular interest. Unlike the aforementioned unidirectional reference, creating 
bidirectional references is part of the lexicographer’s compiling responsibilities. It 
is only then that two resources may function as a source on the one hand and as 
the target resource on the other. For example, references to Wikipedia are always 
given in one direction only (cf. Müller-Spitzer 2007a and b: 169).

In this section, the modelling concept is looked at more closely. The first and 
most general guideline of the concept for modelling cross-reference structures is 
to model bidirectional references as extended links (in the terminology of XLink) 
and to störe them in a linkbase. This approach has the following advantages:

-  someone can work on the links or change them externally without touching 
the dictionary entries themselves and

-  a link database supports the management of the cross-reference structures.

Looking at the current model of references in elexiko again, the difference should 
become obvious. The model idea which is pursued here is one where all links are 
stored on an individual level, separated from the entries (a draft of this is shown 
in Figure 7).

What does this mean for the elexiko example? The lexicographic informa- 
tion relating to references should be imported automatically into the linkbase 
file. In Figure 8, we can see that every piece of important information relating to 
the crosslinking of the given sense-related items is transferred into XLink and its 
specific elements and attributes. The process is as follows: any information relat-
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♦
Linkbase

/TwfJ
<{f o ,  ^  $*■

Lexicographic database

Figure 7. Bidirectional references in elexiko: use of a linkbase

«nlry «ehem alig*

< e v l - a r t i k e l  id-"272012" 

< e w l - l e s a r t  id -* f ru h e r* >  '

v*
o y n o n y n i e x r e l p a r t n e r A  

a t t i k e l - r e f id » " 1 2 4 4 6 5 "  
l e s a r t - r e f i d » " e h e * a l i g “ 
l t s p e z - r e f i d » “0"> 
f rüher

</re lpar tn erA >- .< /synonya ie

< /e w l - a r t i k e l >

IINKBASf

■ynonyml «rel«t1 on * ype-.,e*t end*H 
<leeertl ’

typ*- „leoetor"
1eeer»fruhei" l«hel-„?7701?.früher-' />________ ____

<leeert?
type-„leoetor'* href-„früher. nl" leeert-„ehaetlig“
1ehe1—„124465.eherne 11«-/ _______

'•ynonynjul-2>
Jype*„»re"from-,, 27 2012. frühet" 
t€»-„124445 . ehemal ig- eliuH' ,,ne«̂
e ctuet e-„onKetyueel ”
/>■ eynony* xu2-l> </>

enlry «hühef*
< e w l - a r t i k e l  id«*124465 *

< e w l - l e s a r t  id«*ehe*al ig*>

<synony*ie >_<re lp ar tn erA  
a r t i k e l - r e f i d - * 2 72012* 
l e s a r t - r e f i d - ' O *  
l t e p e z - r e f id » * 0 " >  
e h e a a l i g

< / re lpar tnerA > ~ </synonya ie

< / e v l - a r t i k e l >

Figure 8. Part of the XLink-linkbase

ing to reference structures is stored in this linkbase. This procedure is performed 
automatically during the process of checking the entry file into the underlying 
dictionary database System.

In this model, the Connections from one synonym to another and vice versa 
are not two independent references any longer, but form one complex link object. 
This has the following advantages:

Firstly, precise addressing of source and target resource is possible. In 
the data model which is currently being used, one reference goes from the 
<relpartner> (so from one lexicographic piece of information in the entry) to 
the target entry or, alternatively, to a specific sense as a whole. Coming from the
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related item and looking in the other direction, it is just the other way around. So 
we have an incorrect addressing structure because the synonym relation is -  with 
regard to the content -  valid between two contextual instantiations as represented 
by senses. Now the storage in a linkbase enables us to address the starting point 
and the target resource independent of the position where the lexicographic in- 
formation on these references is given in the entries. We can also see this in the 
part of the linkbase in Figure 8. The attribute Ö la b e l addresses the sense as а 
whole as the starting or finishing point of the relation. We might ask whether this 
is really important. It is assumed here that it is, because if we think of quite differ-
ent ways of presenting lexicographic data (for example a network of all semanti- 
cally related senses), it is very important to identify the resources precisely. This is 
also of particular importance for accessing lexicographic data, for example, if one 
wishes to present a search word together with its sense-related items.

The second main advantage of using a linkbase is the ability to associate meta- 
data with a link. This is explained further by introducing some general features 
of XLink.

One crucial point of extended links in XLink is that “the exten ded-type ele- 
ment may contain a mixture of the following elements in any order, possibly along 
with other content and markup:

lo c a to r -ty p e  elements that address the remote resources participating in 
the link
arc-type elements that provide traversal rules among the links participating 
resources
t i 11 e-type elements that provide human-readable labels for the link 
reso u rce-ty p e  elements that supply local resources that participate in the 
link.” [XLink: 11 ]

The Option to add a human-readable title attribute and to specify traversal rules 
may seem interesting features in this context. Traversal rules are rules which de-
hne how to follow a link and can be specihed in extended links as follows:

An extended link may indicate rules for traversing among its participating re-
sources by means of a series of optional arc elements. The XLink element for arc 
is any element with an attribute in the XLink namespace called type with the 
value ‘arc’. [XLink: 16]

[...] The a rc - ty p e  element may have the traversal attributes fromand to [...], 
the behavior attributes show and actuate (...) and the semantic attributes 
arcrole and title [...]. The traversal attributes dehne the desired traversal 
between pairs of resources that participate in the same link, where the resourc-
es are identihed by their label attribute values. The from attribute dehnes
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resources from which traversal may be initiated, that is, starting resources, 
while the to attribute defines resources that may be traversed to, that is, ending 
resources. The behavior attributes specify the desired behavior for XLink ap- 
plications to use when traversing to the ending resource. [XLink: 17]

Although it seems to be very interesting to define traversal rules and titles here in 
the linkbase together with the data model, it has to be noticed that in present-day 
technology one would prefer to separate the data structure from the application 
logic. This is an important point of criticism of the XLink-Standard.

Looking again at the example (cf. Figure 8), we can see that in the presented 
part of the linkbase there are two objects modelled as resources, which are el- 
ements with the XLink attribute “locator”. They are identified by their labels, 
in this case the IDs, together with the guide words which are used for identi- 
fying senses in elexiko. At the bottom of the middle column in Figure 8, the 
first arc (an element with the XLink-specific attribute @arc) with the name 
<synonym_zul-2>” appears. The second arc is termed <synonym_zu2-l>. 
All these elements are parts of the complex link object synonymierelation. 
The behaviour of attributes of XLink can generally speaking be characterised 
as follows: these attributes refer to an application while traversing the links. As 
has been pointed out before, these attributes should be defined separately from 
the linkbase.

What impact do these general explanations have when they are related to 
the concrete examples of sense-related items in elexiko? By specifying a model 
for a linkbase, it is possible to define a fixed type of extended link for the relation 
type synonymy. This model may be presented as follows. The synonym link ob-
ject always connects two remote resources with one another. These resources are 
entries or individual senses respectively. The corresponding arcs between these 
resources could be specified by traversal rules. In the case of synonymy, it would 
be useful to specify the value of show into new. That is, when a user clicks on а 
synonym, the targeted entry has to be opened in a new frame. In this way, both 
Windows can be arranged next to each other on the Computer screen and the two 
entries can then be received simultaneously. The value of actuate is probably 
to be assigned to onRequest. This means that the user has to click on the given 
relation partner (i.e. sense-related item) in the entry in order to follow the link. 
This abstract model is then applicable to each concrete synonym relation. This 
kind of model allows us to specify different presentations of different kinds of 
lexical semantic relation. For example, in the case of lexemes which are connected 
by hyperonymy (i.e. superordination) or hyponymy (Subordination), users might 
like to look these up one after the other, whereas in the case of lexemes which are
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connected by synonymy or antonymy, users might compare both by simultane- 
ously looking up both entries.

Being able to add metadata to a link object can also be used in an extended 
way. It may be that a relationship between two words might be more significant 
for lexeme a than it is for lexeme b. When a collocation analysis of both terms 
individually is performed, synonym a might rank higher in its signifkance to b 
than the other way around. This is a regulär observation with polysemous lexical 
items. Such an observation could also be given as metadata, so the XLink-feature 
of adding metadata could be used here as well. It is clear that this new modelling 
concept is much more powerful than the one that is currently being used, for ex- 
ample in elexiko and in other dictionaries as well.

The final question that remains open is what the consequences might be of 
the employment and integration of such a linkbase into an editing System for the 
practical lexicographic work in elexiko (and similar projects). The course of the 
working process can be roughly sketched as follows: a lexicographer checks an 
entry out of the database System in order to work on it. Then, as a first Step, the 
linkbase verifies whether the chosen entry is registered as a target resource. If 
it is, the lexicographer receives an automatic message informing him/her which 
resource (that is which entry) is the starting point of the relation and which type 
of relation exists between the items. So the lexicographer can have this in mind 
while studying the corpus results. Then the entry is lexicographically edited in an 
XML editor, including all references. Next, another check routine is added. While 
checking the edited entry-file back into the database System, the corresponding 
information is imported into the linkbase and -  and this is the most important 
thing -  a query is initiated as to whether the information about one reference 
structure is consistent with the information about the other. If one Connection 
runs from the Start resource to the target resource but not back again, the lexi-
cographer receives an error message. In elexiko, it is important from a pragmatic 
point of view to keep the writing practice in the XML editor as it is. Alternatively, 
in other projects, it may be better practice to source all linking information out 
of the entries and störe them in the linkbase only. Not only does this form of 
modelling reference structures allow for typing and assigning attributes as well 
as for new ways of presenting reference structures, but, most importantly, it also 
allows lexicographers to make entries more consistent. At this point, it should be 
stressed again that the modelling concept presented in this paper does not neces- 
sarily imply the use of XLink. A tailor-made XML-structure, based on the same 
guidelines, is able to perform the same tasks.
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5. Future perspectives

As we have seen, a consistent, content-based and fine-grained way of structur- 
ing lexicographic data allows for new ways of presenting sense-related items in 
dictionaries. In this paper, again the case of the dictionary elexiko is taken for the 
purpose of demonstration. Here, sense-related items are presented in a specific 
part of the dictionary. This presentation is well arranged and the screen is not 
overcrowded. The disadvantage of this kind of presentation is that it is difficult to 
see which sense-related items are given for one headword in all of its senses at а 
glance. Instead, the user has to dick from one sense to another and it is therefore 
very difficult to compare the given sense-related items of the individual senses. 
Provided that all the Information about sense-related items is consistently struc- 
tured, it can be presented in a different way. In Figure 9, an alternative presenta-
tion illustrates the paradigmatics offrüher in all its senses collectively.

The sense-related items of the entry früher could be loaded into any tool 
which is able to generate a graph or net. The only prerequisite is strictly hier- 
archically structured data (as shown in Figure 9) in the underlying dictionary 
entry. Throughout this paper, the relation of synonymy serves as an example, but 
in this entry, we encounter numerous other types of paradigmatic relation. The

Figure 9. elexiko entry früher with its sense-related items in different senses 
presented as a net
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headword itself is positioned in the middle, and around it are its senses, labelled 
“LA” for “Lesart”, followed by the types of sense relation such as synonymy or 
incompatibility.

The purpose of the graph is to show that as well as more traditional lexi- 
cographic presentations, there are other ways of presenting sense-related Con-
nections in a dictionary. What needs emphasising at this point is the fact that 
different ways of presentation can be made without any change to the underlying 
data. The preferred way of structuring data enables us to do this at the touch of 
a button, if the appropriate tool is available. Moreover, if the necessary data are 
structured according to the new modelling concept, much more elaborate ways 
of presentation are possible.

To conclude, providing and supporting consistency of sense-related items and 
reference structures in dictionaries in general should not be seen as an irrelevant 
hobby of dictionary reviewers and text-technologists. Providing consistency is 
crucial for lexicographic practice and it can have an effect on qualitative enhance- 
ments. At the same time, a consistent way of data modelling and structuring is а 
prerequisite for developing innovative forms of presenting lexicographic data in 
an electronic medium such as the Internet. The benefits of consistency in general 
lie therefore on both sides, for the lexicographer who is compiling the dictionary 
and for the user who needs to make successful look up procedures.
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